
18 October 2014

Mr Adrian Robb
Chief Executive Officer
Bayside City Council
27 Royal Avenue
SANDRINGHAM VIC 3191
arobb@bayside.vic.gov.au

Dear Mr Robb,

Beaumaris Conservation
Society Inc.
Association Number A00348878

PO Box 7016
Beaumaris Victoria 3193
Tel 0429176725
info@bcs.asn.au
www.bcs.asn.au

Comments on the Final Draft Bayside Coastal Management Plan

Beaumaris Conservation Society Inc. (BCS Inc.) has noted Bayside City Council’s invitation to 
comment on the above 81-page Plan, and provides its comments by means of annotations in 
red type on the Plan accessible at www.bcs.asn.au/2014-10-04_final_revised_draft_CMP.pdf 
Those comments are also shown below in relation to the page of the Plan they appear on.

The proposal in the Plan that BCS Inc. has the greatest objection to is the Plan’s persistence 
with the concept - which was also opposed in its previous letter of 29 April 2014 - for a “high 
volume walking trail” along the entire Bayside coastal reserve IN ADDITION TO the recently-
completed shared bicycle and pedestrian path that already provides a thoroughfare along the 
entire reserve. Two thoroughfares so close together right along the narrow bushland reserve 
would harm it greatly. Any need to cater for occasional very large scale walking groups should 
be managed by closing a seaward lane of Beach Road, as is often done for groups of cyclists.

PRINTED PAGE 14, PDF PAGE 18:

“The replacement of the word ‘marketed’ with the word ‘described’ is essential, as the pathway 
can be neither bought nor sold, so the word marketing is a deceptive and fraudulent insinuation 
in the Plan.

The ‘high volume walking trail’ should be the now continuous Shared Trail, which has the 
necessary durability and capacity to serve as such without the impairment of any more of the 
very limited territory of the foreshore for “high volume walking”. If the demand for “high volume 
walking” becomes too great on certain occasions, a lane of Beach Road can be commandeered
for walkers, as it is often now for cyclists.

To treat any other area of the extremely narrow remnant foreshore reserve, which is inherently 
fixed in area, yet apparently subject to the pressures of a rapidly increasing population, as a site
for a “high volume walking trail” is a recipe for the conversion of the remaining natural values of 
the limited foreshore reserve into a banal urban fringe like the St Kilda foreshore.

The claim that a foreshore path “could be improved” to “achieve a more consistent standard and
treatment” is opposed. Greater uniformity is a retrograde move to a less stimulating and natural 
experience for walkers. The discovery and rediscovery of less usual and more varied styles of
low volume paths in a natural setting is more appealing to most visitors than a replication of the 
experience of walking through a standard urban park.

The very narrow coastal strip is confined between the 1,950 square kilometres of Port Phillip 
Bay and a noisy, busy bitumen road that borders a vast rectilinear urban grid of roadways. It is 
ridiculous to imagine that anybody needs a sign to tell them where the coast is or where the 
road network is. Most visitors will have a GPS mobile phone with a map app installed.
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“Promoting” foreshore pathways for the uses instanced will degrade their ambience far more 
surely than the far better strategy of allowing people to discover their charms for themselves. 
That ensures that those that can readily perceive the inherent qualities of the foreshore will 
enjoy it without being over-run by casual visitors that have had to have the foreshore ambience 
altered to suit a brash and vulgar concept of its qualities before they will go there. The former 
type of visitor is far more respectful of the natural ambience than the latter type, who should not 
be encouraged, for the long-term good of the foreshore.”

PRINTED PAGE 16, PDF PAGE 20:

“The type of foreshore path at the far left needs to be maintained as the ideal path where a path
exists, although no new paths of that type should be created at the expense of the existing 
foreshore vegetation. The shared bicycle and pedestrian thoroughfare at the far right is a fait 
accompli following the recent destruction of some 2,000 square metres of indigenous coastal 
bushland at Beaumaris to complete such a thoroughfare along the Bayside coast, even though 
the great majority of cyclists choose to ride on Beach Road instead.”

“Very few paths of the boring type of walking path in the two central photos need to be added to 
the foreshore. Rather the aim should be to return some of the paths of that type to the type 
shown in the photo at the far left.”

PRINTED PAGE 17, PDF PAGE 21:

“… and should include the seabed and water and airspace above it.”

“Capacity is finite and is an essential constraint, but demand is open-ended.”

"Tourism and commercialism are notoriously destructive of environmental quality, and should be
pursued in more nondescript, non-foreshore areas where their harm matters less. "

PRINTED PAGE 18, PDF PAGE 22:

"Existing signage on the foreshore has quickly deteriorated owing to the effects of rust on steel 
and ultraviolet solar radiation on plastics and paint. There is far too much unnecessary and 
intrusive signage, and it is poorly maintained.

The foreshore’s neutral, natural ambience should not be overlaid with “public art”, which should 
be used in featureless, inland areas to upgrade them."

"nor should heights."

PRINTED PAGE 23, PDF PAGE 27:

"The private buildings on scarce public foreshore land at Items 41 and 47, which serve no useful
or equitable public purpose, and no justifiable or significant private purpose, should not escape 
having a recommendation being made for the termination of their occupancy of the public land 
involved, in the interest of removing these completely discordant elements in the publicly-owned
coastal landscape, except that while any of the structures at Item 41 are being occupied by the 
Beaumaris Yacht Club, such removal should be postponed until they are no longer occupied by 
that Club."

http://www.bcs.asn.au/i_bpsign.htm
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PRINTED PAGE 25, PDF PAGE 29:

"The proposed lighting for other than basic and modest public welfare in very restricted areas is 
opposed, particularly the idea of “feature lighting” of elements such as artworks, heritage 
buildings or trees.

The foreshore should be a refuge for features that are left to be enjoyed by the far subtler 
methods of the gradual change they experience - and have always experienced - at dusk and in
moonlight. There is more than enough stray ambient light around to appreciate these features
without standardised or artful lighting practices taking over from the pleasure of reality.

A major reason for no extra lighting is its adverse effect on native wildlife, much of which is 
nocturnal. Authorities managing the foreshore are obliged to protect native wildlife, such as 
birds, insects, small bats, and possums under Victoria's Wildlife Act 1975."

PRINTED PAGE 33, PDF PAGE 37:

"The above table would be improved if it excluded any further introduction of non-indigenous 
plants to the foreshore, as deliberate and unintentional introduction in the past has created an 
undesirably eclectic scatter of plants in many areas, which compromises the overall indigenous 
character of the foreshore reserve. The restoration to a more indigenous character for such a 
small area should be a much higher priority than the further spread of non-indigenous plants.

Section 3.6.5 would be greatly strengthened and made far more credible if it sought a 
commitment to create and maintain a public register on the Bayside City Council website of the 
distribution of indigenous and non-indigenous plants, by species, and by precincts and sub-
precincts on the foreshore."

PRINTED PAGE 68, PDF PAGE 72:

"Walkers can go from one end to the other already without the intrusion of any more walking 
tracks."

"No bigger or higher."

"This is not a coast-dependent use, and it needs an inland site instead.
"
"Work to maintain it would be a start."

"The two small, gabled private structures in the above photograph just north of the Beaumaris 
Yacht Club building add a discordant note to the appearance of that building. Before the 
obviously rusting roof of the northernmost of those is replaced it would be opportune to 
recommend that they both be removed from the foreshore, except such removal should be 
postponed for a building the Yacht Club is occupying, until that occupation ceases."

PRINTED PAGE 69, PDF PAGE 73:

"The “expansion” of the Marine Education Centre in 10.3, which is not a coast-dependent use, 
should not be allowed to start on the foreshore, but should be directed to an inland site closer to
public transport, and with far more room for expansion and car parking. There are excellent 
Australian and overseas examples of taking pressure off special natural environments by such a
siting principle. The siting of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority’s education centre 
away from the foreshore in urban Townsville is a worthwhile example to follow.

There is enough provision for walking through the Precinct, so the idea of more in 10.4 is quite 
abhorrent."

http://www.gma.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/4556/Wildlife-Act-1975v100.pdf
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PRINTED PAGE 70, PDF PAGE 74:

"The 2011 Investigation into Public Land in the Melbourne Metropolitan Area conducted by the 
Victorian Environment Assessment Council listed the Beaumaris Bay Fossil Site as the only 
geological site on public land in that Area that is of international scientific significance, which 
raises it well above the national significance referred to above.

It should be stated here that the plan by a small private company, Beaumaris Motor Yacht 
Squadron Ltd, to develop a large marina on the Beaumaris Bay Fossil Site - which was opposed
by the 31% of its members voting at its 2013 postal ballot on the proposal - is also opposed 
strongly by a growing number of people in Beaumaris and elsewhere, who want Beaumaris Bay
protected against such a massive and damaging intrusion into it."

PRINTED PAGE 71, PDF PAGE 75:

"Action 11.8 is strongly opposed as being an undesirable response to a sea level rise that is 
predicated on the harmful influence of carbon emissions from fossil fuels, given the dubious 
purpose of the rock revetments, which should never have been dumped on a site of 
international scientific significance, and of great landscape quality as was early recognized by 
the Heidelberg school of Australian artists, and immortalized by their celebrated paintings that 
are now in important public art galleries in Australia.

The purpose of that revetment, and others being now proposed, is to facilitate the use of 
increasingly larger and more powerful motor boats, with some being proposed to be up to 18 
metres in length. Such boats themselves will impinge on the appearance, and backwash 
characteristics affecting Beaumaris Bay, and they will certainly add to the very carbon emissions
that are being seen to be the main cause of the projected sea level rise. Public approval of such
a development represents destruction of scientific resource material and landscape qualities."

Yours sincerely,

Adrian Cerbasi
President
Beaumaris Conservation Society Inc.

Cc. All Bayside City Councillors
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